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Mark Hammer, C.M.H.,
is a master herbalist –
Asian Medicine , trained
at the Scientific
American Hanyak
Institute. Secret
formulas were handed
down from one master to another (20+
generations), eventually to rest with Mr.
Hammer’s mentor, George Chun.

Master Formulas

Before passing on, Dr. Chun requested that
he reveal his most treasured formulas. Mr.
Hammer began his studies and practice in
1992 and is actively engaged to share on his
promise.
Currently, Mr. Hammer, looks forward to
sharing the medical secrets of Traditional
Asian Medicine with the U.S., benefiting both
men and women. In particular, he is
researching & formulating master herbal
formulas that benefit the primary ailments
that plague mankind.

(832) 691-5333
Statements contained are based on the records approved by
The Chinese Administrative Bureau of Traditional Chinese
Medicine. The Food and Drug Administration of the United
States have not evaluated this statement. Our products are
not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any diseases.

We will be happy to answer your
questions!
Mark Hammer CMH, CHU

LONGEVITY FORMULAS
10070 Emnora ln.
Houston, Texas 77080
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herbmaster@traditional-chinese-herbs.com

https://traditional-chinese-herbs.com

LONGEVITY FORMULAS
Proven Path To Natural Health

EVERY YEAR, NEARLY
ONE MILLION
AMERICANS DIE FROM
HEART DISEASE
Some startling statistics…
•
•
•

One in five individuals has some form of
cardiovascular disease
Cardiovascular disease is the number
one cause of death in the United States…
and has been every year since 1919
One of every 3 deaths in 2018 was due to
cardiovascular disease.

… AND MORE THAN
HALF WERE WOMEN.
Did you know that women have a 50%
chance of dying from heart disease or stroke?
The risk of a woman dying from
cardiovascular disease is nearly twice that of
all forms of cancer combined. But, you can do
something about it.
Approximately 42 million women (USA)
suffer from heart disease. (2010)
The medical establishment
perceives the heart as a
separate organ that requires
specialization. But what is
forgotten is that all the organs
in the body are related to each other. The
heart pumps the blood to support the
circulatory system. In turn, the blood supports
the other organs and itself. The other organs
support the heart. All parts of the body are
interdependent. The liver filters (one of many
functions) the blood from toxins, which aids
all the other organs.

In Asian herbal
medicine, the heart,
like all organs of the
human body, requires
blood to maintain itself.
Arteries, capillaries and
veins support the feeding and cleansing of
the heart. When any of these vessels are
blocked, then the heart becomes interrupted
in its functioning. This can become serious
resulting in many heart diseases. Traditional
Chinese Medicine (TCM) focuses on opening
up the targeted channels revitalizing and
harmonizing the heart’s function.

REAL HEALING POWER
FROM NATURE
Herb Master Formulas, that really work,
restoring health where seemingly lost …

HEART COMFORT
Eases the tension around the
heart area. Calms the mind
without any depressant effects.
Healthy alternative for
palpitations, anxiety, anxiety
attacks, emotional upset, hypo &
hyper mania. Tonifying formula
after stroke. Heart
Comfort opens the chest
areas performing the above
description in about 45
minutes. Heart Comfort
opens or naturally vasodialates the vessels
allowing blood to flow.

HAWTHORN COMFORT
Balances blood pressure.
Unclogs cholesterol. Allows
artery, vein & capillary walls
natural flexibility thus
releasing pressure.
Encourages blood cleansing
of fats. Prevents stroke.
Combines well with Heart Comfort.

STROKE COMFORT
Relieves symptoms of
stroke. (Bells-Palsy) facial
paralysis. Nourishes
organs/tissues directly
involved with paralysis thus
releasing their blocked
functions back into a state of
normalcy. Liquid formula is quicker acting.

BODY FORCE
Body Force builds the blood
back up including white and
red blood cells, platelets, etc.
Wherever, the body
experiences deficiency, Body
Force nourishes those organs
back to health.
•
•
•
•

Overall body fatigue, anemia
Pale complexion
Arm & Leg weakness
Shortness of breath, dizziness

100%, all natural, revitalizing, Body Force opens
channels, nerves, vessels by means of a gentle
and progressive formula. Body Force allows
more oxygen, alleviates immune deficiency and
digestive disorders.

